# Undergraduates 2022 Winners

## Sector Awards

### Banking, Finance & Insurance
- Jakaria Uddin, University of Cambridge
- Targe Jean-Pierre, University of Exeter
- *Yassin Moktadir, UCL*
- Owen Davies, De Montfort University
- *Levan Peart, University of East London*
- Tom Norris, De Montfort University

### Creative Industries & FMCG
- Avaram Arta Ebrahimpour, University of Exeter
- *Moza Ackroyd, University of Exeter*
- Scarlett Hilson-Wheeler, University of Exeter
- *Levan Peart, University of East London*
- Tom Norris, De Montfort University

### Government, Politics & The Public Sector
- Alaa Fawaz, University of Warwick
- Fiza Aleem, University of Sheffield
- *Sabra Daniel, LSE*
- Christie Robertson, Heriot-Watt University
- *Jeff Lin, UCL*
- Targe Jean-Pierre, University of Exeter

### Law
- *George Stewart, University of Birmingham*
- Rajan Lama, Keele University
- Tom Ducille, University of Birmingham

### Professional Services & Consulting
- Anahy Mercado Zambrana, University of Oxford
- Jasmin Boyd, University of Bristol
- *Jasmine Brittan, University of Warwick*
- *Jesy Luyengi, University of Manchester*
- Laiba Khan, UCL
- Neve Hoccom, University of Exeter

### Property
- Caroline Manakit, University of York
- *Haris Kiani, University of Kent*
- Thalia Sheriff-Horner, University of Warwick

### Science & Engineering
- *Jasmine Brittan, University of Warwick*
- *Jesy Luyengi, University of Manchester*
- Laiba Khan, UCL
- Neve Hoccom, University of Exeter

### Technology
- Caroline Manakit, University of York
- *Haris Kiani, University of Kent*
- Thalia Sheriff-Horner, University of Warwick
WIDENING PARTICIPATION AWARDS

Highest Impact Widening Participation Organisation of the Year
- In2MedSchool
- *STRIVE*
  - The Brilliant Club

University Access Initiative of the Year
- Aston University
- *University of Bath*
  - University of Sussex

University Student Success Initiative of the Year
- King's College London
- *Lancaster University*

University Progression Initiative of the Year
- *Brunel University*
  - City, University of London
  - Lancaster University
EMPLOYER AWARDS

**Employer of the Year**

*PwC*
Civil Service Fast Stream & Emerging Talent
Fidelity International

**Highest Impact New Initiative of the Year**

*In2MedSchool*
KPMG
Accenture

**Champion of Social Mobility**

*Holly Townsend - Civil Service*
Janine Glasenberg - Goldman Sachs
Joana Rodrigues - In2MedSchool

**Best Mentor**

*Alistair Grant - DWS*
Rachel Fowden-Hulme - Civil Service (BEIS)

Check out upReach's social media channels for details on our winners, pictures from the event & exclusive interviews!
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@upreach_team
@upReach
@upReach

For more information about the Student Social Mobility Awards, please contact team@ssma.org.uk